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West Midlands Arts

Surgeries
The following artform surgeries are held
at West Midlands Arts. They offer advice

on a range of topics including putting
together funding applications and professional development for practitioners.

Film and Video
Next Surgeries 18 August, 22 September

Next Surgery 17 August

Application forms are now available for the
forth coming Rugby open Art exhibition, to
be held at Rugby Art Gallery and museum
from 28 October to December 2000. Only
artists who live or work in the Borough of
Rugby are able to submit

Contact James Rodden

Combined Arts
Next Surgery 16 August
Gontact Helena Whittingham

please contact Rugby Art Gallery

Music and Combined Arts

Drama
Next Surgery 6 September

Contact Helena Whittingham

Dance, theatre & Puppetry
Next Surgery 27 September

Contact Helena Whittingham

and

Museum. Liftle Elbrow Street, Rugby.01788
s33201

Gontact Helena Whittingham

Contact Anna Field

Places are limited, booking is essential.
Cost 810.00 inc lunch.
Contact Anna Field or Jackie lee at WMA 82
Granville Street Birmingham 0121 631 3121

Open Art exhibition at rugby Art
Gallery and Museum

VisualArts

Next Surgery 29 September

Friday 15 September 2000. This seminar is
specifically designed to otfer practical guidance to crafts practitionerc on exhibition and
selling their work at trade and craft fairs both
in the UK and abroad. To be held at The
School of Jewellery, Birmingham lnstitute of
Art and Design, Birmingham.

Photography, Digital media, Film
and Video

Next Surgery 2 August

Crafts

West Midlands Arts is hosting a one day
seminar in collaboration with the Crafts
Council's Business development Dept on

Contact James Rodden

To book a place, call the named contact
at WMA on 0121 631 3121

Next Surgery 16 August
Contact Anna Field

Business Development Seminar for
Crafts Practitioners

untided 2@0

Dominlca vaughan
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Herbert Art Gallery

Coventry

Royal Pump Rooms
Leamington Spa

Tel: 01203 832381

Tel: 01926 742701

Talking traditions

Earthly Pleasures

lrish Music and Dance
in Two British Citieg

20th Century Sculpture from the

continues until Aug 29

July6 -Aug28

An exhibition which explores and celebrates lrish

This exhibition brings together the work of internationally artists such as Anish Kapoor, Dhruva
Mistry, Barbera Hepworth, Shrazeh Houshiary,
Kim Lim and Richard Long. The exhibition examines how in the last 50 years artists have used all
kinds of natural materials trom the traditional stone and wood to the unusual - fishbone and

On

On
lkon Gallery

Arts Council Collection

music and dance in two British cities - Liverpool and
Coventry through photographs and recordings.

Anthony Sidwell
Guiding Lines

mud.

Continues until Sept 10

An exhibition of decorative maps and illustrations
commissioned by magazines such as Readers
Oigest and Radio Times. Local artist Anthony
Sidwell includes exquisite detail and humour in

Wanuickshire Museum
Market Place Warwick
Sand

humour in his work which includes travel, tood and
gardening.

SthApril -6may

Made in the Middle

Sand has lots of uses in our everyday lives.

Art Spills out of the gallery and into the surrounding streets in an unprecedented season

of new contemporary art Combining a wide
range of new commissions - video, photography, installation, painting, sound and pertormance. Features artists from the UK and
abroad including Guy Bar-Amotz, Margaret

barron, Kane Do, Joanna Griffin,

Navin
Rawanchaikul, Scanner, Shimabuku and Beat
Streuli.

re
16&17Sept

Birmingham based composer Mark Lockett
Come and discover a wide variety of objects from
the Museum's Collections = all involving sand

Continues until Sept'17

will coordinate a continuous programme of
music throughout the lkon Gallery building.
Lockett will work with musicians and musical
styles derived from a range of international
sources - from gamelan and tabla to computer

A celebration of the skill and creativity of Midlands
craftspeople in a stunning show of their work - from
teniles, hand blown glass and jewellery to ceramics. fine lurniture and mechanical sculptures.

Go for

lt

life on the home tront
during World War 2

Continues until Dec 30

A

lively exhibition which tells the story

of

the

courage and heroism of people in COventry during
World War 2. The display uses objects, sounds, film
footage, reconstructions, touch screens and the
memories of people who were in Coventry during
the war

The Hundred Languages

of Children
Sept 30 - Nov 12

i/any questions and challenges are raised in this
exhibition lrom the pre schools of Reggio Emilia
Italy. A stunning visual exhibition of childrens ideas,

feelings, knowledge and understandings through
ohotographs, paintings, drawings, collage, video
and sculpture.

Coventry Black Experience
Sept 30 - Nov 12

A celebratory look at the achievements of

Black
People worldwide. an exhibition of Black Art will be

cart of a series of exciting complementary events
around the city, including pertormance, music and a
m week.

'

River Senes

John Hough
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virtue and we share his celebration.
Devane's monoprints have a drama and

Reviews by David Phillips
Who would have thought it? An approach

Leamington Studio Artists (LSA)and the
Association of Midland Artists (AMA) last
year has led to the triumphant Arts and
Heritage Week of the 27th May - 4th
June of this year.

The personnel of the department and
their colleagues should be congratulated
accordingly. To have pulled this off in so
short a time has been a
magnificent achievement and the accompanying brochure is a model of clarity,
complete with the useful map to locate
the intriguing havens of retreat
where art is being produced. The cooperation of the artists, (who each made
a significant financial contribution), galleries, museums involved is an indication
of how efficient the art world can be when
called upon. More publicity, the Achilles

heel of this operation, is in order for
future years, so that the general public
can be alerted to this event in good time.
Apart from this critical factor where the
plot was lost unfortunately, much enjoyment was had by visitors and participants
alike.

This review is a personal one and

Millward's work shown in her delightful stu-

dio in Kenilworth Road, USpa was

the
residue not being shown in her current exhi-

bition at The Crucible, Sheffield. The life
drawings I saw were stunning in their bold-

ness and certainty. There is much to be
seen, no doubt, in the future in this category
of work. This indefatigable artist pushes herself to the edge and now shows her work far
beyond the reaches of Warwickshire, while
atthe same time being firmly rooted here, as
was seen in her Loft Theatre exhibition
where she tailored her work imaginatively to

fit the play. Her forthcoming exhibition at

no

so sites available. This might suggest
that 'Open Studio week be broken into
areas next time on a sequential basis

spread over three weeks, for
is a large county. One

Warwickshire

found oneself in all sorts of places from
galleries to humble rooms that constituted 'a studio' and everywhere the warmth
of greetings was genuine. ln some cases

which that association encapsulates, of
struggle and the demi-monde. The presen-

tation of the work is masterly, superbly
mounted and framed. McCarthy explores
his increasing interest in movement with
depictions of horses and birds with panels
of imagery that are arranged on an intense
white flat surface that is framed. There is
no apparent narrative sequence but rather
an aesthetic deportment. The sources are

The trio of heavy weight professionals,

varied and in no way copied but rather

Devane, McCarthy and Fuller to be seen at
the Glebe House gallery US showing work
on paper was a lesson to us all. Each artist
provided us with an individual world that we

sources across a wider range such as the
horses of St Marco in Venice and Assyrian

could inspect and to which we could
respond. Fuller's work might at first sight
shock, for we have seemingly copulating
couples or those in a state of intimacy
cavorting in front of us but the better
unacceptable mischief

or sordidness in

these images but a profession of humanity,
of tenderness and even love as expressed
physically. The clear outlines denote firm
flesh and the heightened colour of a Chagall
deflects moral outrage as the poetic seeps
into our consciousness. These are distinctive works that have a recognisable style

that one might in part link in colour to
Pechstein, Chagall or Nolde but nakedness

demonstrate

a

knowledge

of

visual

tablets of figures that have appeal. The
colour and handling of the paint has a sensuous appeal but is confined rigorously
within the panels that sometimes seem
somewhat dwarfed by the vast expanse of

white ground, although this adds to their
brilliance. Here is an artist with flair interested in the natural world and world culture.

There are not many artists who have their
own exquisite gallery to be seen in Church

Street, US complete with stone flagged
floors and vast expanses of bare white
walls. Frost makes the best use of it with a
variety of work that range from wistful stud
ies of single flowers against light grounds

to dark tonalities

evidenced in dramatic
drawings of the figure. There are bold
paintings ol lilies, well observed faces and
a wish to create an all consuming colour.
Here is an artist who seeks drama and

it was a reminder of how in the early days
his

of Paul Klee his kitchen constituted

studio. The intention of this article is to
reflect on what has been seen without
being in any way methodical, knowing
also that Pete McCarthy has commented
on the Leamington sites.

throws in for good measure strange sensuous blue figures that seem like alien creatures, so different from the evocative ones
of a little darling taking her first steps
assisted by loving Mama. Are these figures
a new departure, an exploration in single
colour painting taking on the strength of the
charcoal drawings? Only the next exhibition will resolve that question and we wait
to see whether she has entered a new
phase or whether she is content to please
us with what she knows, does.

Leamington Spa
lnspite of that, I need to mention how
impressed I was by Goddard's work
which I wrote about in the last issue. The
latest development, as seen in his Grove
Street studio, USpa, is the removal of the
frame and the presentation of pieces as
if they were found objects, fragile and
vulnerable, bearing the testimony of the
ravages of time. The pieces have less
balance and the various random shapes

The Southtown gallery, Gaia in Begent
Place, USpa that practical working partnership ol community spirit has an exhibition

give greater pathos.

Page 2

excitement that hold attention as we peer
into the dramatic tonalities deducing the
narratives. Most are readable and intelligible with figures grappling or in movement
but the obscurity is deliberate for suggestion is sometimes more effective than clarity. lt is a nether area and one finds satisfaction in the twilight where things happen
that could be murky or enthralling. There is
an echo ol Daumier with all the profundity

Coventry Cathedral in the Autumn is further
indication of serious intent. There is no stop
ping her now and who would want to limit the
aspirations and achievements of so committed an artist.

response is one of identification. There is no

doubt idiosyncratic for only an observer
with enormous amounts of time and endless energy could hope to cover the 60 or

vrews

is something which the artist extols as a

Arts and Heritage Week
to Warwickshire County Council, Visual
Arts Department by representatives of

vtews

John Devane

of Power's work. Delicate water-colours
contrast with bold brassy paintings execut ed in industrial materials, which have a
zany quality that hits you at the back of the
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vrews

retina with zig-zaggy lines

of

vrews

lightning

colour, vertically slashing the canvas, taking

Barnett Newman's'zip' paintings one stage

further into

a wild

zone. The process is
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intriguing and in time no doubt to be presented for exhibition in one of the many

venues now possible

in and

around

Leamington. This is all very exciting.

everything, the meaning you deduce.

Kineton

At the Warwickshire College

Vaughan's
work revealed a further exploration of figure
and dance in captivating mode. The figures,
in gold and silver seem to emerge more rad-

ically from their backgrounds as they seek
to lind their own identities in the rationale of
the music. These are paintings that radiate

energy, entice by the frontality ol the figures, and cannot be ignored even by the

dullest sensibilities. "What interests me
most is neither still-life or landscape, but the
human figure. I do not insist upon

all the details of the face, on setting them
down one-by-one with anatomical exactitude...a work of art must carry within itself
its complete significance and impose that
upon the beholder even before he recognis

es the subject-matter". Henri

Matisse,

'Notes of a Painte/, 1908.

North Hall, Spencer Yard, US where many
LSA artists work, one entered into studios

where work could be seen that was not
completed, sometimes only just started.
There was a real sense of community as
one found oneself at the heart of the creative process. Here was the possibility of art
being made that is supposed to come from
outside the market place. The analysis of
ideas, tentative beginnings, a suggestion
here and there of grand themes, all within
the various studios, showed the variety and
delight of work in progress. lt was encouraging to be able to identify with so much
endeavour on the part of young and aspiring artists, helped as LSA has been by the
generosity of WDC. One saw the work of
Bates, Rafferty, Lewis, Underwood, Phillips,
Dutton, Plumb, Bergonzi, Foy, Beresford,
Bullock, Whitehead, Ford, Flint et al. all

From Leamington to Kineton to a remote
Barn Gallery, shades of monastic detachment, set in beautiful surroundings with a
view of Edge Hill and the associations ol
English history. Here the work of five artists
(MacGregor, Harland, Daniels, Cole, Tucker)

were shown with an addition of two guest
(Tilley and Yardley). There have been several artistic rural communities in the past such
as that of Pont-Aven in the 1880s (Gauguin,

Bernard, Serusier), at Worpswede, near
Breman in the 1890s (Modershon-Becker et
al), and our own Brotherhood of Ruralists' in
Ovenden,
Haworth), among others. Usually there is a
close knit core of activists with other artists
floating in and out of the scene. Van Gogh
had a dream for such a community in the
South of France and we all know what happened when his first visitor Gauguin arrived
in Arles in 1888.

the 1970s (Blake, lnshaw,

Tilly's work set in the courtyard took one's
breath away. Huge monumental figures,
forged by the sheer sweat of the brow, from
pieces of metal confronted one and sound of
the hammering came with them. They had a
flow of energy that gave from one perspective a sense of humanity. These were
three-dimensional creatures akin to Lucien

Freud and Jenny Saville, a celebration of

gargantium. Boccioni 'Unique Forms of
Continuity in Space' (Tate Modern) came to
mind but the size and the technique took
them beyond that. He uses a variety of mate.
rials such as clay, porcelain, wood, but
mainly metal to create these wonderful
works. One piece looked like a relic from a
previous age, frozen in time, like a lorm from

another era and alien culture. Tilly has
enthusiasm and is a master of his craft who
will tackle any problem as his work by the
bridges on the Coventry canals testify.

The other guest artist Yardley presents us
with accomplished formalised etchings and
engravings of animals of various kinds.
Some of these stare out at us with infinite
appeal rendered by one who clearly identifies with his subjects and knows his animals
far beyond the ken of an ordinary animal
lover. MacGregor is an artist of conviction
confident in her knowledge of technique producing images across a wide spectrum of
foreign travel, religious association, affinity
with nature that gave us comfort. Tucker's
work has a bravura and size is not a handi-

cap, for her images of nature are trans-

untitled 2000

Dominica vaughan

formed into the extraordinary, with trees dramatically poised across the skyline as if to
plead for attention. Pantheism seems rife as
nature comes alive in dramatic poses and
one wonders at the sheer skill. lt was pleas-

Rebidh

Lesley Danlels

ing to see another LSA member exhibiting

here with Tilley, in the person of Daniels.
Her work is intriguing for her panels of
faces seem to peerthrough time, catching
some of the formalised aspects of Tudor
portraiture. They have the enamelled feature of fixtures of controlled anguish and
pain staring at us helpless in their vulnerability. Their gem like status roots them in
a precision of looking with the intensity of
a gaze that seems might never be repeaF
ed, pleading for us to notice them. The

visual documents

of artifice, bridge

it

seems the centuries, and the rigidity of a
bygone age contrast with contemporary
freedom. They seem like precious stones,
shining brightly but retaining their

essence, locked into history. Harland's
mini-retrospective reveals a serious artist
who has found her true voice with her current work. The images are suggestive of
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the mystical with oblique references to
other places where things happened. The
golden aura that provides background for
the hidden narratives has the character of
a dry thickly encrusted relic unrolled to

reveal the truths for those able

to

read

them. She feels through her materials intimations of a greater domain, if one were
able to read and register the nuances of
the imagery. An artist who will not give up
the struggle easily. Lewty is but adistant
influence for he has gone the way of merging te)d with image in a graphic manner,
whereas Harland has kept true to her iden-

tification with paint, in the true spirit of
Auerbach, and perhaps more to the point
theSpanish artist Tapies, whose fervour
she retains.

From the outreaches

of

Kineton to

'Artreach' its centre, The Studio, Market

Square, Kineton where the

"The
Shakespeare Connection" set artists (Cole,
Daniels, Demetriadis, Duke, Hayes, Jester,
Landon, Ratcliffe, Haffner, Tucker and
Shackley) a theme to which to respond.
The task is not new and many English
artists in the past, especially in the 18th
century have visualised scenes from the
Bard. lt was stimulating to see the imaginative response where all these artists crowded together, shouting to be heard, and
seen in a small space, perhaps too small.
They were varied and some artists included the opening utterances to make clear to

which episode the image referred as in
'The Tempest' "Full fathom five thy father
lies / Of his bones were coral made". The
visualisation in this case could be read

cleady for there were pearls and seachange "Those were pearls that were his
eyes / Nothing of him but doth fade / But
doth suffer a sea change / lnto something
rich and strange." The magic of the lines
was captured in the resultant image which
was rich and strange, as were the images

of so

many of these artists

in

sleepy

Kineton. Other representations were more
oblique but one did marvel at the ingenuity

and amazing variety of image. Among
them Daniels's work glittered.
Rugby
From Kineton across the peaceful undulating tree-lined Warwickshire countryside to
Rugby. Here the new art gallery has estaF
lished itself against the odds and stands
proud in its newness. The glass covered

concave entrance was impressive and
exciting and Tate St. lves loomed large.
This inspirational motif did not seem fully
supported by other parts of the building, in
my view. Others I am sure would disagree
with me and this is just a personal reaction

on one wet and windy day. I expect if I
went back when the surrounding terrain
has been properly landscaped I should
Page 4

grasp the concept that inform it as an aes- in the work to make it shine with all sorts of
thetic architectural artefact. The individual glazes but to demonstrate how it can be
features such as the windows away from used in all its honesty to do all the necesthe entrance seemed tame and to lack the sary things of a utilitarian nature. At the
high drama expected of a municipal build- same time some of the work went beyond
ing containing art-gallery, museum and the norm with charming fountains and
library. Yet once inside the building the sculptures that could grow flowers. One
excitement of the entrance re-possessed senses a desire to go beyond the notion of
me and the tall white walls and the sense of
space gave it grandeur. The art-gallery is on
the third floor and half of its superb collection was on display, intelligently arranged
with comments on the selection of work by
the 'good and worthy' who have had associations with Rugby over the years. The catalogue was excellent containing good illustrations and statements why certain wellknown individuals had made their choices.
What with Leamington's new art gallery and
the one in Walsall, the new lkon and sever-

craft and move into art, into the realm of the
unknown and the work could in large part
support this notion. The next venue was that

visual arts.

venue in Rugby proved closed so

of

Rugby School's museum where the

Rugby Art Society exhibited in the Bloxham
Art gallery. All strove to demonstrate skill
and create a vision, five of whom are most
accomplished, to produce convincing work.

They represent the very necessary and
essential part of the process whereby a
civilised society is seen as such, for they

are the soil out of which the flower grows.
No soil, no flower, no art. We must applaud
Warwickshire and West Midlands is rapidly their endeavours and in many cases the
becoming a centre of excellence for the work is done against the odds. One other

al other new art galleries in the area,

I was

unable to see the lsland Studio artists.

Three other sites in Rugby were visited and

one at Tourist lnformation Room at the
Railway Station (Vingelli) proved elusive
although the Customers Lounge (Thomas)
was found. The entrance to the Station on a
cold windy day was inhospitable to say the
least. Something serious needs to be done,
for there was nothing but starkness, no let
up at all. Some Primary school children had
made an effort to brighten things up but
their work although sweet was lost in the
cavernous sterility. So Thomas's work was
a welcome relief with its interior scenes full
of normality, comforting, reassuring, pleasant. From that place to the Theatre Coffee
bar where three potters (Wheeler, French

Wanvick
From Rugby to Warwick to see the work of

three artists tucked away in a cul-de-sac
(Carpenter , Bryer and Mason). Mason's
imagery of horses was such that one knew

there was a clear identification of one

immersed in this inexhaustible and unfathomable world. She manages to reveal the

spell of those caught up in this enthralling
affair with horses. Bryer's work as that of
Carpenter's is concerned with landscape
and flowers. The later work of Carpenter
though with their quiet assurance, calm
tonal qualities, although inspired in part by
and Aldridge) displayed their work. This Braque are pointers for the future. They
was not what one might expect for here was have the clarity of her personal vision as
revealed a love of clay as a material in its she reaches to where she wants to be in the
own right. There was no great enthusiasm form of shapes that hint and reach out to a
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Long ltchington
( and a thoughtful intedude )

From Dunchurch to Long ltchington to see
the work of another artist (Hickling). The
scatter factor of artists who live in these
Warwickshire villages convinces me of a
need to feel part of artistic community without necessarily having to participate in any
of the activities. From time to time these
artists can emerge from their lonely studios
and meet up with fellow artists at an exhibition opening. LSA and 'ArtSpace' I hope will
fulfil the role of a web that joins us together
in the common cause of an aesthetic outlook. As a set of values it might not rank as
highly as economic, social, scientific ones as

Really Cool

world of the contemplative. Nothing, these
images seem to be saying, can be finally
resolved, one can only demonstrate and
point to the non-definition of the central
core of being as one strives to release the

anguish through art. "Every identity

is

placed, positioned, in a culture, a language,
a history. Every statement comes from
somewhere, from somebody in particular. lt
insists on specificity, on conjuncture. But it
is not necessarily armour-plated against
other identities. lt is not tied to fixed, permanent, unalterable oppositions". Stuart
Hall, 'Minimal Selves', 1987.

Dunchurch
Back to Dunchurch your observer went to
see one artist on her own in her studio
(Bone). Here was indeed a feast for the
eyes with atrenzy of mark making, a sym-

phony of colour in large canvases, and
small. This work seems to catch the spirit of
English painting when it responded to the
American invasion in the late fifties. The

freedom

to go

beyond representational

imagery, to find avenues for the expression
of emotion beyond the constraint of good
manners, to drown in paint virtually as did
Kossoff, Gillian Ayers, Howard Hodgkin.
This artist is picking up the mantle and her
enjoyment is huge as she grapples with the
illogicalities of a visceral medium and
attempts to make sense of it all. Her latest
painting with purples and greens has the
character of abizarre happening that needs
to be reigned in. The artist understands that
the paint seems to have a life of its own and
to tame this wild thing the artist will need to
exert all her will. These are strong paintings

Greenberg argues, yet once understood
that the world can be perceived in aesthetic
terms life can never be the same again. You
feel a rapport with those who share the
same approach and philosophy. "Only art is
capable of dismantling the repressive etfects
of a senile social system that continues to
totter along the deathline: to dismantle in
order to build a social organism as a work of
art. This most modern art discipline - social
sculpture/social architecture - will only reach
Helen Bone
fruition when every living person becomes a
creator, a sculptor or architect of the social
that work and the artist finds herself caught
would the insistence on
up challenging old conformities. This is a organism. Only then
participation of the action of Fluxus and
headlong rush to that source of energy, to live
Happening be lulfilled; only then would
a life through paint and meet and grapple with
democracy be fully realised. Only a concepall the adventures that one would have
tion of art revolutionised to this turn into a
wished to have had. These are exemplars of
political ly productive force, coursing throu gh
'tactile values' which Berenson wrote about to
each person and shaping History". Joseph
indicate benchmarks of quality in painting.
1973. Ofcourse, I could nevershare
One hopes though that the rumour that Beuys,
this
ideological extremism but in terms of
acrylic fades into greyness as in the case of
seeing the world aesthetically there does
Hockney's 'Mr and Mrs Clark and Percy' is not
seem common cause to favour peace rather
true, for without the brilliance of her colours
than war, to give pleasure rather than pain,
much would be lost. "Work. Ecstasy! Smash
and many conceptualists would think Beuys
you brains! Chew, stuff yourself, gulp it down,
is not far from the truth. Hickling was the
mix it around. The crack of the brush, best of
prize winner last year of the Coventry'Open"
all as it stabs the canvas. Tubes of colour
organised by the AMA and the Herbert Art
squeezed dry...Paint! dive into colours, roll
Gallery curator, with a large painting of nets.
around in tones! in the slush of chaos...press
It was a stunning work and was commented
your naked feet into the earth. Max Pechstein
on by Richard Yeomans in a previous issue
'Creative Credo', 1 920.
of 'ArtSpace'. lt still hangs proud in her stu-
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The Warwickshire Arts & Heritage Week
turned out to be the best kept secret in

the artists were singing from roughly the

Leamington as it ran its course during the
period of the Spring Break. A number of
artists, though not enough, had gone to a
lot of trouble to make their work available to
the public, but the public, who appear not to

problem since some artists had transformed their studios into temporary gal-

happening, had stayed away in droves. My
footsteps therefore echoed as I wandered
undisturbed through the disarmingly open

network of studio spaces in LSAs North

Hall. The Warwicks Leisure Services
organisers had done a good job in producing a well-designed booklet that gave clear
information about each location - though

pale peach was probably not the best
choice ot colour. What they had failed to do,
however, was to publicise the event. lt was
a mistake not to launch the week, say, with
a VIP opening, or a free concert, or banners in the Parade and/or in the Square in
Warwick, or just simply anything to let people know that there was something going
on. Leamington is the undisputed artistic
centre of the county. An official launch here,
at North Hall for instance, would have
made all the difference as long, that is, as

vrews

sources seem to have gone more than
halfway to decontextualising the interiors
so that a mosaic of architectural form and

Arts and Heritage Week
Review by Pete Mccarthy

have been told that there was anything

vtews

same hymn sheet. But herein lay another

leries, while others seemed to have simply
downed tools the night before leaving visitors to fend for themselves.

Mick Rafferty had gone to some trouble
with a good display of both past work and

work in progress. This broad span was
helpful as it allowed one to appreciate to
what extent the work had changed. Though
still uncompromisingly abstract, the new
work reverses the earlier approach by

allowing colour rather than geometry to
determine the form. The early work still
looks strong and purposeful nonetheless,
but the new work offers an interesting way

forward with the industrial brutality of
Hammerite contrasting powerfully with

stains of strong, saturated

colour.

Catherine Bates' print-making studio was

as orderly as such places ought to

be.

Much of the work on display had been seen
before at the Loft Theatre. Here as there it
was the images of Casablanca that stood
out. ln the best of these the photographic

surface pattern dominates. The documen-

tary alternative to this approach was
demonstrated by David Lewis who was
showing views of local architecture that
would have gone down well with the miss.
ing millions had they been there to see
them. As it was, I probably didn't represent the best audience for this type of
work. lt does have a place, and the display of skill is admirable but ambition is
necessarily kept in check by the conven-

tions of the genre. Upstairs in the hall
itself, the approach was strictly informal.
Though some work was placed on display
against walls or other convenient surfaces
the rest was left to chance. I quite enjoyed
the forensic challenge that this represented but did wonder how the public might
cope. One workspace had me completely
baffled. I simply couldn't decide which bit
was work and which the studio. Elsewhere
Martin Beresford's skilful, ironic explorations of paint as a vocabulary of means
stood out. Control, talent and sheer daring
are brought together to produce contrasting swathes and pools of colour. Chris
Dutton was showing some robust, confident interiors that were well-handled. The
work falls within the proto-cubist mainstream with echoes ol Braque and John
Walker, Howard Hodgkin and Tony
Whishaw. The dominant blue is not
derived from any discernible source but it
seems to work nonetheless. Jo Foy
makes use of an aesthetic framework that
was also triggered by Cubism. Nowadays
it only shares with its original source an
involvement in the exploitation of the prop-

erties of ephemeral materials and their
potential for the development of abstract

form. ln Jo's case these are hanging
mobiles that seem to be exploratory and
tentative in nature. lt might require a
longer period of gestation before a clear
statement emerges.

Showing at home were three artists who
are well known in Leamington and the
Midlands and indeed elsewhere.
Rebeccah Sutton's work, shown at
Church Rd, belongs in a mainstream that

only truly came into its own during the
modern period when the idea of personal

expression came into vogue. ln
Rebeccah's case it is only in the improvised studies of nudes that she overtly
'expresses herself.' Some larger paintings

from the same source and of the same

Rebeccah Sutton
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model take up the expressionist theme but
without achieving the same authentic feel
as the smaller studies. ln some of the
paintings of family and friends a cooler
approach produces what I would consider
to be her more successful work. Here figures and ground seem to mix and mingle
in a reciprocal exchange.

l
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Phil Goddard showing in Grove St., presented probably the most coherent set of work.
The Cubist source was to be found here too,

along with other more immediate well-

absorbed influences of

the

St

lves/Hodgkin/Buckley variety. The paintings
are in fact made from pieces of found timber
which act as the primary material for creatrng the images. These are stained and distressed with colours that are reminiscent of

:he nautical source of the subject-matter.
The work is well-crafted to produce images
that are satisfyingly complete - convincingly

abstract but redolent

ol the

unmistakable

feel of the subject.

lf Phil Goddard's work is satisfyingly comclete then Sheila Millward's is unarguably
challenging and even at times profound. Her
work concerning the Terezin holocaust victims is well-known. lt has been admired
wherever it has been shown. ln her studio
we were presented with works in progress.
Not a simple thing to take in because this is
not for her a simple business. ldeas are
allowed to simmer on the hob until they are
good and ready for development. Materials

are used to moderate the form that this
might take, with found or manufactured remnants acting as a bridge between the idea or
association and its eventual realisation.
Art at Glebe House was the only gallery that
had put on a special show for the occasion.
It was disappointing that there wasn't anything truly attention-grabbing in the publiclyfunded galleries because this could have
acted as a much-needed catalyst. Lessons
will have been learnt by the organisers, one
hopes, so that this year's damp squib will not
simply become next year's lead balloon.
Peter McCafthy
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MichaelMagruder
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Bill Jackson and Ray Spence

Exhibition at the Wanryick University
Library Gallery
Magruder exhibits a series of computer generated images (generally one metre square
approx.) printed centre on flat plastic surfaces. ln a few of the exhibits the plastic is
divided into several equal rectangles to make
up the whole. Where this occurs the image
remains cohesive across the very precise

and equal divisions. Some of the images
remain'abstract' (non-referential) while others clearly refer to their origins as newsprint
or text, both in Japanese characters or
English script, in some instances introduced
as shape and form, while in others the literary content is meant to be read.

These works represent a process (via a
scanned or surfed image) of selecting from

the full P.C. Screen image, a small
section/area, enlarging in turn the small

Loft Theatre
Leamington Spa
It's always interesting when two artists show

a substantial amount of work together.

lt

provides an opportunity to observe both the
similarities and the differences. The differences usually outweigh the similarfties by a
substantial margin, (we all like to think we're
highly original after all), but there's invariably something that reveals itself as a common element. ln Bill Jackson and Ray
Spence's photographs the connections are
fairly obvious. They both work in black and
white, they both like to work 'on location'
and they both seem to favour uniformity of
size, but here the similarities end.

screen to full screen and possibly repeating
the process more than once, especially with
the more abstract pieces. Even here, howev-

Spence's images of Paris and other locations, for instance, and Jackson's of Cairo
and North Africa are not just different
because they are of very different places,
they are different structurally, strategically,

er, the letter or character forms can be
almost be discerned. These new works

Jackson the belief seems

relate to his previous light boxes both in the
use of text

characteristics ol a location are more likely
to be revealed through the character of its

and the luminosity implied by the judicious
selection of a limited 'palette'.They are also
more commanding, being less restrained by
the Mondrianesque divisions of the 'light

people. They crowd into shot therefore in
some of the more documentary pieces or
stand to face the camera in the portraits

boxes'. These part message, part image
ideas are related to the torn poster images of
the advertising hoarding, where several lay-

ers of letters and references are in part

revealed, or the film posters or festival flyers,
where everything that is taking place has to
be included. Obviously Magruder has a temperament, that at least through his art, tries
to control and diffuse events and the accidental. This is a precise, thoughtful, graphic
art, where more reverence is given to the
process of the design, production and pre-

sentation than content.

I

believe that if

Michael applied his undoubted integrity and
talent to the
construction of furniture/interiors, his invention would overcome the

of function and we would be
rewarded by some exceptional pieces.
Steve Phillips

constraint

methodologically

and technically. For
to be that the

without a hint of the self-consciousness that
usually dooms such shots from the outset.
Spence on the other hand doesn't make it
past the waistline of the rather chic-looking
figures that click their way along what looks
like the Champs Elysee in his disarming
shot of Paris. ln a photograph that is reminiscent of Brassai, the camera directs our
attention away from the familiar landmarks
towards the back-lit te)during of a cobbled
boulevard.
ln the rest of his photographs the human fig-

ure is only there by implication. ln Cornwall
it's a set of garden gnomes that reveals the
'presence of man' rather than some dramat-

ic tin-mine or historic burial mound.
Cornwall fares well however compared with
Solihull. Admittedly it's a less favoured destination for the holiday-maker than the city
ol lovers but even so an abandoned chair
against a brick wall doesn't represent its
most appealing aspect. But from such an
unpromising source Spence manages to
construct a fine and poignant image. There
is an understated wit about his observation
of this abandoned and forgotten corner of
nowhere that transcends the ordinariness of
its location.

ln a similarly witty image Jackson observes
a set of signs in an equally abandoned area
of Cairo that offers the unlikely promise of
health and beauty treatment at what looks
cont on page
Couple in Brown

Jonathon Waller

Cairo 1988

Bill Jackson
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Yoke Matze

'Within and Beyond Boundaries'
Foyer Gallery
Waruvickshire College
This exhibition of photographs forms the
initial part of a journey that Yoke has followed for several years; documenting the
way different cultures and religions come
to terms with death and the ritual that surrounds it.

The work on show is all based around
Kensall Green cemetery in London. Most
of the work could be described as intimate

landscape, devoid of human presence but
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the photographer and the mourners was
apparent in these private but immensely
touching

moments.

Yoke has since documented the stages ol a
Hindu ritual following death in a body of work
'Celebration of Death and the Continuity ol
Life' This work is by contrast full of colour
and documents the important rituals carried
out by all the family which occur following
death. This exhibition and accompanying
audio visual presentation is due for showing
at the Barbican Gallery, London in 2001 .
Yoke's work is important in that it shows an

aspect of life which has become taboo in
Western culture. lt is significant how ritualisation and mutual support lead to an acceptance of death and maybe on optimism for
something better in the afterlife. From this we

a constant reminder of the once living. can ponder over our own approach to this
Using medium format cameras and fine

monochrome printing, Yoke has captured
the remnants of Western society's attempt
at immortality, whilst the continuing effects
of nature on these monuments are taking
their inevitable toll. Chance elements such
as builders' polythene blowing in the wind
and panning of the camera add movement
to otherwise static subjects. The discovery
of a vandalised sarcophagus reveals the

true nature of the body's ultimate fate.
Yoke's background as a photographer
both of architecture and the landscape in
her native Netherlands are evident in her
timeless approach and attention to minute

inevitability, and consider our own reactions
to this ultimate taboo.

Ray Spence
Spence and Jackson at the Loft
cont from page 7

like a public toilet. ln a more lyrical shot a
guide takes a break while through the door
we can just make out the familiar shape of a
pyramid that is bleached out by the sun. ln
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a smile for ten minutes or so in front of a
rickety piece of apparatus that looks as if
it was resurrected from the Valley of the
Kings.

There's a mid-tone mistiness about the
images that can at times seem a little too
misty, especially when seen against the
sharp contrasts of Ray Spence's work. ln
Jersey, for instance, an abandoned car-

wheel dominates the scene with its
incongruous black presence. Jackson's
tonal structure seems lacking in comparison for the simple reason that his subjects provide less room for compositional manoeuvring. They have a specific
narrative purpose that requires opportunistic reportage. The static nature of
Spence's subjects allows more freedom
in the dark-room but at the cost som+
times of the sort of spontaneity that gives
life to Jackson's work. They both, however, display many of the more traditional qualities that we expect from serious
photography. Qualities that reinforce our
sense of the enigmatic nature of experience.
Peter McCafthy

his best-observed and most sympathetic
image Cairo 1988, a portrait photographer
passes the time of day while his client holds

detail so well preserved by meticulous
technique and printing. Whilst documenting the Victorian cemetery Yoke became
aware of the people that worked there and
accompanying the images of the cemetery
is a panel of more formal portraits of people who are employed in this last stage of
our lives. The director of the funeral parlour, grave digger, gardener, keeper of the
plot book, Crematory worker, and the only
man with a smile on his face, the solicitor.
These are people whose business is to
take the responsibility and burden from the
shoulders of the grieving relatives. This
intimate side of death is totally absent from

this exhibition. This is partly due to the
approach of the photographer, but may
also be reflected in the way Western society tends to be uncomfortable about death
and hand over the responsibility to the
'Processionals'.
It may be significant that Yoke has not yet
been given permission to photograph at a
British funeral. However, this has not been
the case with other cultures. ln the accompanying talk which Yoke delivered to a
large audience at the exhibition, we saw
how her work has developed, to show the
human emotion at such a significant time.

Yoke showed some more monochrome
images taken at the same cemetery, documenting the events and mourners at the
funeral of a black family and a Serbian
orthodox family. The compassion of both

Yoke Mat2
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Leamington Spa Art Gallery
The Royal Pump Rooms.

advert for

Both accessible and challenging. A
provocative blend of colour, sound,
humour, anger and politics. ln short, an
exhibition with a lot to say and articulate
enough to say it in a broad range of media.
Otherness, organised by the Council of
Disabled People (Warwickshire), is an
exhibition of work by disabled artists about
their respective disabilities. Or rather this
is the obvious conclusion to draw. What is
actually presented to the public is an exhi-

of work by artists who, in

their

artistry, are as able as any other artist, and

which profoundly challenges society's
views on human relationships, equal
opportunities, image, and society in general. The relevance of this exhibition is not
confined merely to the disabled but touches every corner of society.
Among the most easily accessible of the
pieces on show are those of Nancy Willis.

Both "Crystal Fountain" and

"The

Explorer" pull the eye toward them with a
vibrant and fun colour-sense. Both these
pieces have a sense of humour about
them which is very attractive and disarming but which does not detract from the

seriousness

of the

message. "The

Explorer" features a figure, resplendent in
a wheelchair, on the back of an elephant.
The elephant is greyly static in comparison
to the dynamism of the figure who is sight-

seeing in the depths ol the jungle - an
interesting contrast: it is the figure in the
wheelchair who is active, who has the
motivation and ambition, not the elephant.

The point, I think. This image of a wheelchair user riding on the back of an elephant is incredibly poignant and speaks
volumes about the dreams and aspirations
of the artist, those dreams presumably
thwarted, but the picture is not a request
for our mawkish sympathy. The colour and
sense of fun of the composition undercut
the poignancy nicely without lessening it.
"Crystal Fountain" too works in the same
way: a figure in a wheelchair, lying back
languorously in the sunshine, almost dis-

porting themselves before the cooling
umbrella of the fountain. Both these pictures challenge the presumed incongruity
of the wheelchair in these situations/contexts. Should it indeed be seen as incongruous? Should the use of a wheelchair be
allowed or permitted to deny the user's
rights and ambitions?

"Reply To Box 31512914A", a series of
four paintings by Colin Andrew Marsh,
also utilise an element of humour in their
source and execution but raise serious
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questions about our senses of perception
and image expectancy. The idea behind
these works has its root in "Blind Date" and
the processes of writing and submitting an

Otherness

bition

vtews

a lonely-hearts column. How

much useful information do acronyms such

as "GSOH" or brief definitions such as
"Male" actually impart to prospective
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trates a simple truth: while encouraging us
to create a mutating self-portrait in sound it
reveals the often-overlooked nature of our
senses - our perceptions are all inter-related.

Ofherness, as paft of the Millennium
Meltdown, runslran from 25th May to
25th June 2000.

respondents? They tell us very little in this
Stephen Blake

case as the person behind the advert is disabled. But il they don't tell the whole story
does that necessarily make the appellations

untrue? Of course,

it doesn't.

Disability

does not cancel out the trait of a "GSOH" or
any other personality trait. We, each of us,
are more than the sum of a few succinct
phrases and definitions. The point of this
work. These acronyms make up one half of
each of the four paintings and are partnered
in each case by snapshot paintings of the
artist in a hoist. These paintings offer us
fleeting glimpses and cut-off shots of the
artist's use of the hoist - the fact that we do
not see the complete picture conveys the
sense of intimacy and privacy required for
this part of the artist's day. lt also makes the
point that, just as a few acronyms do not
encapsulate the whole meaning and poten-

tial of a human being, neither does any
given disability. To be a human being is to
be more than a "GSOH" and "Male"; it is
also to be more than a hoist user or disabled. A person is more than the sum of
their appearance, more than a list of what
they can and cannot do.

As well as a fine selection of paintings,
drawings and prints, the exhibition also
embraces and makes good use of new
technology. A beautilul, highly affecting
video by Christine Robertson - "Blue Gene
Baby" - uses an ambient soundtrack and
haunting images to question the use of
genetic engineering and the effects it has
on societies both present and future. The
images and the music of this video will stay
with the viewer/listener for a long time.

Hugh Huddy also utilises new technology

with his installation "L - M". An ingenious
set-up of mirror, camera, computer and
sound generator enables visitors to the
exhibition to create their own aural sculptures. A camera behind the mirror converts

movement into rhythmic sound pulses
which very in pitch and frequency according
to proximity and direction of movement. lt is
highly amusing to watch people contort
themselves before the mirror, all inhibitions
and body consciousness momentarily forgotten as they focus entirely on creating
and influencing the generation of sound.
Behind the entertainment, though, is an ele
ment of thought provocation. This installation makes us reflect upon and contemplate
the way we move, the way our very physicality effects and impinges upon the environment - which in turn impinges upon our
senses and the senses of others. lt illus-

James Seow
Loft Theatrre
Leamington Spa
A painting with meaning will not reveal: itself
instantly, or even after initial contemplation,
unless the meaning is a constricted singularity. Even then, there, is the working of the
observe/s mind interpreting and, changing

the meaning over time, either without the
presence Of the painting or in its presence.
Therefore, after one viewing of these paintings', I do not feel to be depriving a reader of

an explanation of them, for they can not
expect or want.it; they must see for themselves and make of it what they can, perhaps
something deeper than I indicate. What I can
say is that having no prior expectation, when

I entered the Loft and saw the paintings I
was heard to utter a sound ol pleased :surprise. I have no idea why. They have about
them an aura of accomplishment and purpose. But for me it is since seeing them that
a more compelling interest has come about:
I have been wondering what the intention of
the artist was, and wondering why he chose
this particularly form of almost monochrome
expression, and why the titles, and why the
title of the exhibition. The surfaces are varied, spaces overlap, and there are occasional marks which might be clues, such as a
dotted line recalling a sewing pattern. I am
reminded of Paul Klee taking a line for a:walk
and perhaps James Seow took some paint
out to dance. I study the titles for clues, and
surmise that same very private meditation
fuelled his creative drive. The titles are in fact
apparently meaningful and evocative, and
yet do not seem to belong to the paintings in
a strictly logical way; if the wrong titles had
been attached, I confess that: I would not
have known. Obviously his review says as
much, about the reviewer as it does about
the artist, .but is this not always the case?
Josephine Saxfon
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walls. This exhibition has provoked a
whole gamut of responses from the public.
One of Southtown Gallery's most successful exhibitions in terms of sales (12 out of

Drawings
by John Hough
Southtown Gallery, Gaia
ln the tradition of Chinese landscape painting it is said that what is left out is just as
important as what is depicted. This could
certainly be applied to John Hough's exhibition, which in general is visually reminiscent of Chinese art and calligraphy in the

sparse but eloquent minimalism

vtews

of its

forms.

Hough's subject matter ranges from the
purely abstract to landscapes, stones and
secret, intimate worlds where figures hide
rather than dominate. Two paintings are
also included in this collection, contrasting
strongly with the more reserved drawings

33 sold), it has evoked such

"classy", "phone-pad jottings", "needing
more focus", but obviously these pictures
mean much more to the ten or so people
who want them on their walls. lt has been
an encouraging exhibition because it has
shown that beyond the mainstream,
chocolate-box image loving, Athena
poster-buying public there are people who
are prepared to put their money behind
less commercial and more challenging and
original art.
Sarah Huddlestone.

in their bold, energetic slashes ol white
across coloured backgrounds, dynamic
Lost

Friends" draw one inwards to the artist's

intimate and private world, closed and
almost shy, as if executed in that way
peculiar to a child, scratching away with a
pen, head close to the paper, hand shield-

students

showed that many of them had moved on
and were grappling with ideas. The two
year course prepares them for the third
and final year where they are awarded a

in Fine Art, in conjunction with
University of Central England,

ing the drawing from prying adult eyes.

degree

Some of the drawings have a meditative,
almost Zen feeling to them, in their uncluttered simplicity, particularly "The First and
Second Principles from the Third" - a line
of six dots with tails of varying lengths and

Birmingham. lt is a pity that there is this
split and I would have thought the college
of art was in a position now to award its

heights. ln his abstract drawings Hough
seems to be interested in playing with
shapes and forms and their related spatial
energies, and the way in which the brain
adjusts to the opposition of stillness and
movement. ln some instances this can be

purely abstract, as in "Arc" and "The
almost unbearable but appropriate dis-

tance between two objects" and in others
more figurative, as in his "Reflections"

course. ln my view the sooner the better,
for it would be in the interests of all concerned and be a big boost for Leamington
Spa itself, which after all has some outstanding artists living in its midst. The work
of the course was varied and showed
awareness of various trends in the art
world itself. There is no house style, thank

goodness, and consequently students
were able to experiment in a free fashion.
It was as if they had realised that art is a
branch of knowledge and therefore part of
the history of ideas. lt was simply not good
enough to look at the world and paint it or

sculpt it, for it had dawned on them (no
doubt through endless hours of seminar
discussions with their tutors) that they
needed to conceptualise it. This seemed
paramount in their struggle to translate it
ing of colour, knew about form in pictorial
space and the relationship of forms themselves. So familiarity with the leading cur-

York Road.

The display of work of these
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meaningfully into form, for they had
acquired the skill of drawing, understand-

Fine Art DIP HE
Warwickshire College,

and extrovert in feeling. ln contrast, drawings such as "Hiding Places", "Memories

and Dreams" and "Whispers of

diverse

remarks as "surreal", "Mervyn Peake-like",

vtews

own degrees, overseen and adjudicated by
professional artists and art historians. ln
the sixties and seventies art colleges did
award degrees and even to-day there are
many which still do. Leamington art school
has staff of talent, of reputation, of experience and a new (old) building to boot with
good light, high ceilings, generous space
and the feel of an art college of yesteryear.

Long may this be preserved. No doubt
Warwickshire College will become a
degree awarding institution in art in due

rent practitioners in an age of pluralism
enables them to test their own work and
ideas against current orthodoxies to lorge
their own vision. This, ol course, is infinitely easier to say than to do, for no individual
wants necessarily to be tainted when
young with any label. One saw the imprint

of

conceptualism, of post-painterly
abstraction, of surrealism, of expression-

ism, of Kienholtz, and many other influences which in the world of studentship is
the order of the day. An impressive display
of work of those who are struggling to
become artists in their own right and one
that the college should be pleased with as

a step towards self-regulation and the

awarding of its own degrees. And come to
think of it what about an MA (part-time) in
Fine Art awarded by the college? There

would be many would be students I feel
sure.

Dave Phillips

series, which are reminiscent of Hockney's
swimming pools, but sharpened with natural, blade-like leaf forms.
Hough's influences often stem from places
he has visited, notably Cornwall and the
sculptural forms of rocks and stones and
also mountains and the play of light and
shadow on natural objects. There is a timeless calm to some of his drawings, such as
"Stone Stories", played off against the
dynamism of "Dance Suite", in which there

is a calligraphic energy evoking ancient
hieroglyphs on cave walls.

The whole exhibition is excellently and
skillfully framed, unsurprisingly as pictureframing forms part of the artist's current
employment. Double white mounts add
unobtrusively to the depth of the drawings
and the whole exhibition looks restful to the
eye against the bare brick of the galle

John Hough
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dio and stands comparison with

Noel
Foster's untitled work in the current Royal
Academy show that has reference to lattice work. She is now working on a new

approach whereby the subject of nets is
dissolved so to speak into the canvas.
The subject and the canvas become one
as she creates an undulating surface by
means of papier-mache, with the print of
the newspaper or magazine forming part
of the finished work with nets ceasing to
be simply frontally presented. lt is as if

one is looking through water at some
strange drama unfolding before one's
eyes. This new development has exciting
possibilities for she seems to be leaving
behind the imagery of depiction to create
a more imaginatively charged and suggestive scene.

Brinklow
Onto Brinklow and the studio of a sculptor who works in stone, clay and bronze
(Parker). Against the worst of adversities

this artist showed the true professionalism in the presentation of her work in the
garden and outbuildings. Nothing is too
large for her to undertake and she is cast
in the mould of Hepworth and Frink.

vtews

vrews

vtews

that image which will project into a whole
realm, a whole seam of possibility. ln her
studio there are a couple of images that
could bear fruit and stand further exploration. "When people ask "How much of
hersell she can keep digging out?" I say,
" You've only see the tip of the iceberg,
mate"...l want to take from life, what trav-

els through me is what I

make.

Something comes into me, spirals out,

and as it spirals out I put it in, create
something, then throw it back into the
world". Tracey Emin, 'The History of l',
'1997.

Knitecote

Last port of call was Knightcote and
Monks Barn (Dodsworth and Renfrew).
Here in a remarkable setting, a restored
barn with the visible structure consisting
of old woodwormed but solid as stone
ships-timber could be seen Dodsworth's

sumptuous work. The work

is rich in

colour and texture with Greek and Arabic
gold lettering weaving its way over the
surface. The work fits into the pattern of
references to non-European art, the lega
cy of distant people, animals, things in
distant times that fascinate many artists

vrews

vtews

work through its evocation of place,
through observation, captures in poetic
form the nuances her experience of such
has provided. They are fresh and appealing. This is an artist who has discovered
what Cezanne had when he wrote to his
son in 1906 from Aix-en- Provence, "l
must tell you as a painter I am

becoming more clear-sighted before
nature, but with me the realisation of my
is always painful. I cannot
attain the intensity that is unfolded before
my sense. I have not the magnificent richness of colouring that animates nature.
Here on the bank of the river the motifs
multiply, the same subject seen from a
different angles offers subject for study of
the most powerful interest and so varied

sensations

that I could occupy myself for months
without changing place, by turning now
more to the right, now more to the |eft".
So her work is living testimony to that
legacy and tradition of discovering more
in less, to root yourself in one place, and
by observing it minutely, universalise it.
So from this location which has so much

possibility in so many different ways, I
returned to Leamington Spa refreshed to
see the work of students on the Access
course for Fine Art at the local art college.

in this part of the world such as Lewty and

Stockton

Harland, and did, of course, throughout
the last century. Renfrew strikes a differ-

From Brinklow which has a very wide
High Street to another remote setting of
the 'Cutting Gallery and Studios' (the
Priors, Noble, Mason and Broadfield).
The Priors are two enterprising artists
who not only work assiduously but
encourage others do likewise through

ent note with the here and now, the world
of nature in its extraordinary variety. Her

Dave Phillips

their studio workshops and gallery. One
of the Priors (Ms) is a most accomplished

draughts person who renders horses with
amazing accuracy and immediacy both in
drawings and sculptures. The other Prior
has turned dramatically from painting his

shaped boards to digital computer art,
where not only does he present us with
striking visual imagery but weaves his
poetry into the final result. lt was delightful to see other artists in this studio network grappling with the problems of paint.
Mason's work has a shining honesty as
she searches for that right combination of
mark and colour and material to produce
work that will blow our minds. You can
see the scratching, the scraping, the hesitation, the sudden illumination, the

despair, the hope written large in this
painstaking endeavour. Likewise it was
reassuring to see an artist who can draw
like an angel (Noble) searching for the big
idea which she feels is to be discovered
in abstraction. Turning her back on the
notion of the facile, denying the immediate expression of her gift, she seeks
through sensitive markmaking to create
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Jean Parker

Fine Art Access Course
Warwickshire College
York Road
So arriving back in Leamington, the work
of the Access course at the College was
being displayed. This two year part time
modular course that covers a wide range
of activities, provides an entry qualification
to Fine Art degree courses. lt should have
appeal to mature students in particular
who have jobs but wish to develop their

interest in art to a professional level.
Clearly the course sets out to challenge
pre-conceptions regarding what art is

through theory, while at the same time providing a sound basis for acquiring skills,
such as drawing, photography, printmak-

rng. "The artist works in an entirely irresponsible manner. His relation to society is
anti-social and his only duty is to maintain
his composure, in respect of himself and
his work" George Baselitz, 1979. One can
understand that point of view, especially
from an artist coming from East Germany.
The important point is to use one's imagination to create an original work and hold
firm in one's direction irrespective.

This, several of the students managed to
do. One noticed the work of d Pille which
was sound, adventurous without being outrageous. There is an energy in this work
and an enthusiasm that points to more fag

cinating things. Others such as Purvis,
Whale and Northover, for instance, produced work that too showed all sorts of
possibilities and one felt that the tutors (at
what cost to themselves) had managed to

extend these students into regions that
showed considerable promise, while at the
same time ensuring that they had acquired
understanding of drawing in particular and

observation in general. "What do you think
an artist is? An imbecile who has only his
eyes if he's a painter, or ears if he's a musician, or a lyre at every level if he's a poet -

on the contrary, he's at the same time a
political being, constantly alive to heartrending, fiery or happy events, to which he
responds in every way. How would it be possible to feel no interest in other people and
by virtue of an ivory inditference to detach
yourself from the life which they so curious-

ly bring you? No, painting is not done to
decorate apartments. lt is an instrument of
war for attack or defence against the
enemy". Pablo Picasso, 1945, when interviewed by Simone Tery. The enemies, of
course, being philistinism and indifference,
and ail being made for tired businessmen,
as Matisee professed, to soothe their tired
brows after a hard day's work!
The exhibition showed that the students
delighted in their work as in Purvis 's embyro wheel and Whale's reclining figure made
out of sweets, and Northover pushing
beyond the accepted imagery into foreign

terroritries.

lt

was

a display of work in

progress where the students showed understanding and concern, as if they were inter-

ested in art, and art alone. Often mature
people make sound art students as they
have reached a critical point in their lives
where they seek to discover themselves. lt
is a way of finding freedom and as Schiller
wrote in 1795 'On the Aesthetic Education
of Man, "man only plays when he is in the
fullest sense of the word a human being:
and he is only a fully a human being when
he plays". This is not to demean the activity
of art, for Schiller equates play with the creative and the aesthetic, as Dr Catherine
Bates's so brilliantly expounds in her book,
'Play, in a Godless World', Open Gate
Press, 1999. The other side of the coin, is its

illusory nature, its neurosis, its pathology

and at the same time the pleasure of
knowingness. Bates's lucid prose confronts the issues, the thinkers and astonishingly makes it all clear.
The course will provide the basis for further development and as long as the stu
dents never equate art with money their
enjoyment should be sustainable. All will
need to keep their day job for there is little money in art except for those lucky
few who manage to break into the big
time. That comes from being in the right
place at the right time with the right people at the right age or being an 'Outsider',
a Lowry, a Rousseau, a Wallis, Grandma
Moses, or Van Gogh, and none of them
made much money. "True art which is not
content to play variation on ready-made
models but rather insists on expressing
the inner needs of man and mankind in
its time -true art is unable not to be revolutionary, not to aspire to a complete and
radical reconstruction of society". Breton

and Trotsky, 'Towards a

Free
Revolutionary Art', 1938. How naive such
a statement seems now in the light ol the
terror of the Communist regime and the
horror of any thing that smacks of revolution and the break up of a democratic
society. Artists point towards change, the
need to be aware ol the dangers of tyranny, corruption, and crime, among other
things but they do it in the final analysis

in aesthetic terms. This course is the
starting point for many, a new way of life,

a new beginning and these students

in

my view are lucky to have such commit-

ted staff to recognise and develop their
talents as seen in the work which was on
display.

Dave Phillips

1,

Lady Scurrying at Red Lane Bridge Coventry Canal

Mark
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and Sponsors Column
Coverart Sir Terry Frost

Warwickshire College School of Art and Design

A very big thank you to Sir Terry Frost for

Warwick New Road Leamington Spa CV32 SJE
Tel: 01926 318000 Fax: 01926 318111

agreeing to submit for this issue of artspace.
The for sale notice refers to the auction later

in the year for the NSPCC, which Sir Terry
has given the chair to. lt depicts the chair in
the corner of his studio.

The School of Art and Design wish to thank all
Students and Staff for another successful year.

Brian Lamont

Highlights of the year include a
For those readers who are not aware, Brian
Lamont has retired as Dean of Faculty,

School of Art and Design at Warwickshire
College. His contribution to art education
and to the national and international reputation that the school of art has enjoyed for so
long, cannot be underestimated. We wish
him all the best in his retirement. and to
thank him for all the support he has shown

and his sponsorship. Before he left

he

ensured that his successor, albeit, a tempo-

rary one, Dawn Ward continues to support
artspace, and we wish her success in her
new post.

ND/ Foundation Fashion Show at the Royal Spa Centre
HND Time Based Media lnternet Screenings

Winner of the Bronze Award for C&G Furniture Prize
22 oul24 points
for QAA lnspection of Higher Education courses
HND Vlsual Communication
Dip He Fine Art

Summer lssue

I must apologise for the lateness of this
issue but its has been a busy time of year
which seems relentless but as they say better late than never. I want to thank all the
contributors for this issue, without whom it
certainly would be never.
Anybody can send material in but if you do
the ideal format is to email it to:
artspace@ di rcon.co.u k
or on disk in word, claris works, Macwrite or
text only files. Please do not send in hand

written documents. Typed and printed if
that's all you have.

A record number of places gained at HE from
all the FE art and design courses

Your local Art School for all your needs in education and training in the arts with
full time - part time- short course provision including Fine Art, Design and Multi
Media Communications.

For further information on courses and careers advice contact:
Dave Hirons :
Programme Area Manager - Fine Arts
Maurice Wood
Programme Area Manager - Design
Lyndon Sly :
Programme Area Manager - Multi Media and

:

Communications

Thank you
aftspace lssue#l0
August 2000

The New Opportunites brochure is now available listing all part time courses for next
academic year.

Editor - Bill Jackson
Printed by TW Printing
Contributor - David Phillips, Pete McOarthy,

For all enquiries for all courses full and part time
Tel 01926 318233

Steven Blake, Steve Phillips, Josephine
Saxton, Ray Spence, Sarah Huddlestone.
aftspace

Flat

1

1 Portland Street

Leamington Spa
Wanruickshire

aftspace greatly appreciates the support and printing of this issue by the School of Art

cv32sEZ

and Design

LSA Committee
Chair - Catherine Bates
Vice Chair - Tim Richards
Membership - Dominica Vaughan
Secretary - Liz Wright
Finance Secretary - David Phillips

Committee members also include Steve
Phillips and Bill Jackson
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Support for this issue greatly received from

colbaltuk.com ltd
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web design e-commerce hosting streaming video internet
broadcast quicktime & windows media
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The Malthouse
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Leamington Spa

email: info @ cobaltuk.com
Tel 01926 430181
http ://www.coba ltu k.com

